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A Predictive–Proactive Approach for
Slot Management of a Loading Facility
With Truck ETA Information
Emanuel Febrianto Prakoso1, Yousef Maknoon1, Adam Pel2, Lóránt A. Tavasszy1,2 and
Ratnaji Vanga1*

1Faculty of Technology, Policy, and Management, Delft University of Technology, Delft, Netherlands, 2Faculty of Civil Engineering
and Geosciences, Delft University of Technology, Delft, Netherlands

Due to the uncertain and dynamic environment around scheduling systems, timely
revisions or reschedules of the master plans are essential for achieving optimal
utilization. With the recent development of Industry 4.0 technologies, many researchers
perceive the creation of cyber-physical systems as a solution for managing systems under
uncertainty. This article focuses on a loading facility under uncertain truck arrivals due to
road congestion and proposes utilizing real-time truck location information to improve
performance. We do this by developing an integrated system consisting of a predictive
model using machine learning (MC) classifiers and a mathematical model for real-time slot
rescheduling. The ML classifier is used to predict the presence probabilities of all the
incoming trucks at a particular slot based on the historical traffic data and the real-time
truck location. Subsequently, a Mixed-Integer Quadratic Programming (MIQP) model is
developed to solve a Probabilistic Slot Rescheduling Problem (P-SRP), which uses the
estimated truck presence probabilities and minimizes the total expected cost of
rescheduling. We implemented this by first testing multiple ML classifiers and selected
the ANN classifier for prediction as it outperformed others. Our limited experiments
showed that the proposed method reduced the total rescheduling cost by 42%.
Furthermore, our sensitivity analysis with different congestion levels, complexity, and
rescheduling strategy also showed the practicality of the proposed approach.

Keywords: real-time ETA information, proactive rescheduling, truck ETA, probabilistic optimization, machine
learning, uncertain arrivals

1 INTRODUCTION

Disruptions during transportation result in uncertain travel times and contribute to nearly one-third
of total operational costs (Chira, 2014). In the petrochemical industry, efficient and robust
downstream supply chain systems play an essential role in achieving a competitive edge
(Lababidi et al., 2004). Loading facilities play a crucial role in the success of transportation
systems as they connect production and distribution systems (Raj et al., 2019).

At the operational level, the performance of the loading facility is dependent on truck arrival
times. Due to unpredictable road congestions, the deviations of truck arrivals from the planned ones
are inevitable (Sanchez-Rodrigues et al., 2010). These arrival deviations create problems for the
facility managers and reduce the operational efficiency of loading facilities. In terms of business, it
increases total operation costs for all the stakeholders. Due to the limited parking space available
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around the gate area, there is a higher risk of accidents and lower
site productivity. Also, a large number of queued trucks at any
time emit pollutant gases that could endanger the surrounding
livelihood (Zehendner and Feillet, 2014).

According to Zehendner and Feillet (2014), Zhao and
Goodchild (2013), and Ramírez-Nafarrate et al. (2017), the
implementation of Truck Appointment System (TAS) can help
in streamlining the arrivals for better management of the loading
facilities. The TAS is a web-based platform for carrier companies
to reserve a time slot in advance and come accordingly for service.
However, disruptions on the road are unpredictable and affect
truck arrivals at the plant. Due to these road congestions, some
trucks might arrive late and miss their reserved slots prompting
rescheduling.

But in the literature, less attention was paid to the stochastic
nature of arrivals, thus limiting the practicality of the proposed
models (Huiyun et al., 2018). In most cases, rescheduling of a
delayed truck is done manually under the assumption that the
incoming trucks will arrive on time. Lack of information in the
hand of planners will lead to inefficiencies (Pang et al., 2015) and
increase the number of reschedules that need to be done.

Due to the recent growth in cyber-physical systems and ICT
(Information and Communication Technology) technologies, it
is now possible to track vehicle locations using GPS or RFID and
share information in real time with partners. Furthermore, the
availability of historical traffic data along with real-time updates
enables the accurate prediction of ETAs (estimated time of
arrival) (Larbi et al., 2011). Furthermore, ETAs are dynamic
and will change over time. So, additional information on the
presence probabilities of the trucks based on the ETA status can
aid in further improvement of the rescheduling process (van
Schaijk and Visser, 2017). These ETA-related predictions with the
combination of proactive rescheduling can help slot managers
increase facilities’ utilization. In this article, we propose a
predictive–proactive approach for the rescheduling of trucks
based on ETA-related predictions and compare its
performance against the current rescheduling approach (we
refer to this as the base case).

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents the relevant literature. The proposed rescheduling
approach is described in Section 3. Section 4 describes the
original and modified (synthetic) data set used to train the
prediction model. Section 5 explains the steps involved in
training and selecting the best ML classifier among the ones
tested. The proposed probabilistic mathematical model is
presented in Section 6. Section 7 discusses different
experiment settings and the subsequent analysis to evaluate
the proposed approach. Lastly, we gave conclusions and
further directions in Section 8.

2 LITERATURE REVIEW

This section provides recent literature related to schedule
management. We first provide the survey of research articles
related to the prediction of arrival time followed by the
optimization of scheduling systems.

2.1 Uncertainty in Truck ETAs
In scheduling systems, truck arrival deviations have a significant
effect on the operational efficiency and can make the initial
master schedules infeasible (Nasiri et al., 2022). These arrival
deviations will negatively affect all the relevant stakeholders. To
deal with the uncertainty in truck arrivals, researchers proposed
robust master plans (Chen et al., 2013; Konur and Golias, 2013),
reactive rescheduling (Li et al., 2018), predictive–reactive
rescheduling (Nasiri et al., 2022), etc. Nasiri et al. (2022)
proposed a predictive–reactive method for the management of
the uncertain truck arrivals at a cross-docking considering both
the inbound and outbound truck arrivals. At a predetermined
point of time, they propose to check the status in terms of truck
arrival deviations from the current schedule and reactively
modify the previous schedule to minimize the instability in the
truck loading and unloading process. Ralf and Felix (2021)
proposed a slot exchange mechanism to trade suitable reserved
slots among truck owners to optimize the costs and emissions.
They report the importance of these exchange platforms to be
cross-provider and explore the data point requirements for the
feasibility of the proposed exchange mechanism. Our research
proposes an alternative approach to the loading problem by
utilizing real-time information on truck location. We proposed
to use a predictive–proactive rescheduling approach in which the
prediction happens in real time about the truck ETAs, and the
rescheduling happens proactively using the ETA predictions.

2.2 Predictive Model
Predictive models were commonly proposed to address the issue of
the inherent uncertainty in the transport domain. In general, these
predictive models require historical and real-time data in
predicting arrival times. Boswell and Evans (1997) stated that
delays could be modeled using discrete probability functions.
Mueller and Chatterji (2002) extended the study by exploring
Normal and Poisson distributions in modeling delays using their
probability density functions. Exponential growth in technologies
to share information prompted researchers to use the real-time
ETA to make delay predictions. Larbi et al. (2011) showcased the
value of information in a comparative study including the scenario
of no information, partial information, and full information,
leading to the conclusion that distant information yields a small
contribution in improving the schedule optimization model.

As the technology rapidly advances, the number of studies
involving machine learning as a supporting tool to predict delay
has exponentially increased. Most of these studies are focused on
the domain of airport operation and railway management.
Machine learning is deemed powerful to provide accurate
prediction in which the concept requires a learning process
based on historical data (Carvalho et al., 2020). Various
popular algorithms, namely RF (Random Forest) (Rebollo and
Balakrishnan, 2014; Lee et al., 2016), k-NN (k-Nearest Neighbor)
(Pongnumkul et al., 2014), SVR (Support Vector Regression)
(Marković et al., 2015; Barbour et al., 2018), and ANN (Artificial
Neural Network) (Dutrieux, 2021; Vorage and Mitici, 2021),
could be applied to predict arrival time. However, there is no
such generalization to determine the best algorithm as it depends
on the characteristic of datasets or conditions. Thus, a
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comparative approach should be taken in selecting an appropriate
ML algorithm.

2.3 Optimization Model
In general, optimization models have been extensively used to
address the problems in scheduling systems. Earlier, most of the
studies (Jing-lei and Ding, 2006; Wu and Zhang, 2011; Xiaoju
et al., 2013) rely on queuing theory as the tool to model the truck
scheduling problem. However, Huiyun et al. (2018) claimed that
the queuing model is not sufficient in providing improvement in
the rescheduling system as it only helps in analyzing the current
schedules but could not aid in decision-making related to
scheduling systems management. Furthermore, most recent
research on truck schedule management utilized the MIP
(Mixed Integer Programming) model, which allows better
quantitative evaluation.

Various studies applied deterministic MILP models in the slot
management of loading facilities with different objectives. Some
researchers constructed models with a single-objective function
to minimize emission cost prompted from idle trucks (Li et al.,
2018), to minimize penalty cost due to delay in arrival time
(Caballini et al., 2018), to minimize turn over time of trucks
(Chen and Yang, 2010), and to maximize slot efficiency (Chen
and Yang, 2010; Zehendner and Feillet, 2014; Caballini et al.,
2018). In all those studies, regardless of the variation in the
measurement indicator used, the optimization model was used to
enable better operations. Some researchers considered multiple
objectives (Wibowo and Fransoo, 2020) or a generalized cost
function (Schulte et al., 2017) to capture the interests of various
stakeholders. Most studies in truck scheduling systems assumed
that arrival time is a deterministic variable that limits their
applicability.

Several studies developed stochastic mathematical models to
capture the uncertainty in different parameters. For example,
Şeker and Noyan (2012) incorporated disruptions such as delay
in arrival time, idle time, and buffer time as random variables,
which are integrated into the constraints of anMILP optimization
model. They quantified total conflicting slots and idle slots as
robustness measures.

Stochastic models that directly consider the uncertainty using
discrete probabilistic distributions are also an alternative
approach in dealing with stochastic variables. Meng and Zhou
(2011) worked on railway schedule management where many
attributes associated with a high degree of uncertainty, such as
travel time, arrival time, and departure time, are considered a
stochastic variable; thus, it is represented by probability
distributions. However, the distributions used in these
experiments are not empirical, thus limiting the applicability.

Furthermore, van Schaijk and Visser (2017) transformed the
deterministic slot assignment method to be able to consider
stochastic elements by replacing the binary constraint
representing scheduled arrival times with presence probability
to capture the inherent stochastic delay. This approach would
assign arriving flights to a particular location based on the
maximum permissible overlap probability. The higher
permissible value would result in a more compact schedule,
therefore, lower assignment cost. However, this research does

not incorporate specific assignments in which arrival can be
universally assigned to any available slots. This approach could
not be directly applied in the current problem context as we have
additional complexity that limits the loading of specific products
on each loading bay. The literature reviews have pointed out that
most optimization models developed to solve truck rescheduling
problems are designed in a deterministic fashion. Even though
few papers have addressed the uncertain arrival time by applying
exact methods, yet to the author’s best knowledge, there is no
article in the context of truck scheduling at a loading facility that
uses real-time ETA predictions for proactive rescheduling.
Moreover, almost all the research in truck rescheduling has
not incorporated a predictive model based on an ML
algorithm to capture the uncertainty of arrival time. Because
this approach proved beneficial in similar cases in other domains,
applying it in this research might be a promising direction.

First, this article contributes to the literature by developing
ML-based prediction models based on historical data to
determine the truck arrival classes. Second, we integrate the
arrival predictions with a stochastic optimization model that
optimizes the slot rescheduling process to maximize efficiency
and study the impact of ETA information.

3 PREDICTIVE–PROACTIVE
RESCHEDULING APPROACH

This article focuses on a loading facility at a petrochemical
loading facility whose logistics operations are similar to the
one presented in Wibowo and Fransoo (2020). As shown in
the characteristics diagram [in Wibowo and Fransoo (2020)], the
carriers reserve a loading slot in advance using the TAS portal and
arrive at the plant accordingly for loading. After reaching the
plant, trucks wait at the parking area till the time of their assigned
loading slot. Based on the latest schedule at that time, trucks will
be allowed to cross the gate and enter the facility area for loading
operation.

Failure of trucks to adhere to the reserved slots will result in
the accumulation of trucks in the parking area and is a severe
problem for all stakeholders. Early arrivals increase gate waiting
times for trucks, creating safety and pollution concerns for the
facility and its neighborhood area, respectively. Late truck arrivals
result in the under-utilization of slots and reduce the availability
of free slots for other carriers.

To deal with the uncertainty of truck arrivals, we propose an
intelligent rescheduling system that could provide more
operational efficiency and robustness against real-time
disturbance. The overview of the proposed system is illustrated
in Figure 1. As shown, it considers arrival times as uncertain due
to congestion and proposes to use real-time truck location
information to proactively modify the reservations for optimal
performance. We assume that the truck location information or
ETA information will be available for slot managers either by the
application of tracking technology on trucks or by the regular
communication by the driver. In real time, truck location data will
be fed to a predictive model that will determine the probability of
whether a truck will be early, on-time, or delayed. Then, the
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optimization model could adjust the current schedule optimally
based on the predicted probability information.

The core idea of this framework is to input the real-time ETA
information into the predictive model that would generate the
probability of a certain truck being early, on-time, or late
considering the trend/pattern of historical data learned by an
ML algorithm. Subsequently, the result of the predictive model
would be fed into the optimization model that would generate the
adjusted schedule. The general flowchart of this process is
detailed in Figure 2.

We propose to use this approach proactively in a rolling
horizon manner. This means that the rescheduling
(Optimization Model block in Figure 1) is triggered at
uniform intervals. For example, we trigger rescheduling before
the start of each slot start time so that reserved slots can be
modified to optimize the system performance. Each time when
rescheduling is triggered, we first determine the arrival class of
each truck with respect to each slot in the immediate future. For
this prediction, we defined three classes (class 0, class 1, and class
2) in our study in which class 0, class 1, and class 2 represent
trucks that will arrive at least 30 min early, arrive on time
(between up to 30 min early and exactly on-time), and arrive
late, respectively. Based on this classification, it is decided
logically that only trucks belonging to class 0 and class 2 will
be allowed to reschedule while other trucks will stick to their
current slot.

When rescheduling is triggered, the predictive model will be
used to assign a probability value for each individual truck that
indicates how likely a truck belongs to a certain class. This value is
subsequently perceived as the presence probability of the truck at
a certain timeslot. By doing this, the uncertainty embedded in the
real-time ETA information is acknowledged and captured. As the

final result, a pair of ETA information and its corresponding
presence probability value is prepared to be inputted into the
optimization model (further explained in Section 6).

In this research, it is assumed that the rolling horizon is
30 min. Therefore, there will be a new set of real-time ETA
information every 30 min. For each period, the predictive model
trained using the historical data would use the newly updated
ETA information and all other features as the input data to
predict the probability value of a particular truck to be present at a
specified slot.

4 DATA

This section presents the input dataset used to train the prediction
model. It consists of a data generation phase where a historical
dataset is synthetically generated and a data exploration phase
that includes IDA (Initial Data Analysis) and EDA (Exploratory
Data Analysis) used for pre-processing and analysis. Hence, the
purpose of this section is not only to deliver a valuable insight
derived from historical data, but also to ensure that the final data
have a decent quality to be inputted into both the predictive
model and the optimization model.

4.1 Original Data
The Bureau of Transportation Statistics of the US Department of
Transportation is an open-source platform for the data on
commercial aviation, multimodal freight activity, and
transportation economics. It has data on commercial airline
delays from all the airports in the United States. Even though
truck arrival deviations are different from airline arrival
deviations because of a number of factors, we adapted and

FIGURE 1 | General flow of proposed rescheduling system.
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customized the airline data for the demonstration of our research
method in the trucking industry. The data are publicly accessible
at the Bureau of Transportation Bureau of Transportation
Statistics (2021) 1. We obtained airline data (containing all the
features except product type presented in 1) from January 1, 2016,
until March 31, 2021, from all the US airports. We further
selected a single month (February) from each year’s data to
eliminate the effects of seasonality, weather, and other effects
on flight delays. Thus, we were left with 423,889, 410,517,
520,731, 533,175, and 574,268 data points from February of
each year 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019, and 2020, respectively.

4.2 Synthetic Data
As we focus on truck arrivals at a single-loading facility, we
filtered the dataset to have arrivals at a single airport (Atlanta

international airport, ATL), thus further reducing the dataset to
141,517 rows and using it as a historical truck arrival information
at the loading facility in this study. Each row in the synthetic data
has the data on all the attributes described in Table 1.

4.3 Data Exploration
The IDA consisting of cleaning, transforming, and filtering is
conducted to ensure that historical data is statistically sufficient.
We performed the IDA process and also eliminated the data with
the extremely late arrival time (more than 120 min late) and the
extreme early arrival time (more than 15 min early). The resulting
final dataset has 90,198 rows of data points.

Furthermore, EDA is conducted to profoundly analyze and
investigate the underlying characteristics, such as pattern, trend,
and anomalies of the large dataset beyond the obvious appearance
and formal statistic method. It is designed to emphasize the
arrival time variability based on different parameters. With
respect to time of the day, the results show that late arrival is

FIGURE 2 | Conceptual framework of integration between the predictive model and the optimization model.

1https://transtats.bts.gov/DL_SelectFields.asp?gnoyr_VQ=FGJ.
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likely to occur in the afternoon, while the early arrival is evenly
distributed across the operational hours. In regard to the time of
the week, the median delay is almost the same for all days.
Furthermore, comparing delays on a monthly basis illustrates a
similar pattern for each month in a year. The selected data does
not show a correlation between product type and truck origin,
which is realistic. In conclusion, the results prove that the
synthetic historical data are valid in alignment with existing
theories and logical sense of the real world.

5 PREDICTIVE MODEL

5.1 Pre-Processing
Preprocessing steps are required to ensure that the data are
adequate and suitable to input into the ML algorithm. The
preprocessing is applied to historical datasets with and without
the real-time ETA information. First, feature selection is conducted
to remove multicollinearity variables that could render the ML
model inefficient. A Pearson correlation method was used for this
purpose. Second, since theML algorithm is unable to process string
or date-time data type, all values in the dataset are converted into
numerical values. In other words, a feature encoding process is
performed. This is done using a built-in Python library called Label
Encoder, where features that are of data type such as string are
consistently converted into numeric values. Lastly, due to the lack
of ability to deal with features that vary inmagnitudes, the dataset is
scaled. When feature scaling is not done, there is a tendency of the
ML algorithm to perceive greater values higher than smaller values,
regardless of the unit of values. To solve this problem,
standardization that transforms the data to ensure a mean value
of 0 and the standard deviation of 1 is applied.

5.2 Model Training and Validation
The proposed solution is designed to perform rescheduling based
on the predicted arrival classes: early, on-time, and late arrival. To
realize this concept, a new feature called “Delay Level” is created
as the target/output of the predictive model. In this case, the terms

of being present could possibly be denoted by the arrival class of
either “0” and “1,” and “2” in which Class 0 means that the truck
would arrive earlier, Class 1 means that the truck would arrive on
time, and Class 2 means that the truck would arrive late. The
definition and requirements of each class are defined in Table 2.

Since there is no clear guideline in determining which ML
algorithms would provide the best result, it is decided to explore 3
different algorithms, namely GBN (Gaussian Naive Bayes), LR
(Logistic Regression), and ANN (Artificial Neural Network). To
increase the efficiency of the prediction model, the features are
selected according to their correlation value to minimize the
negative impacts caused by the multicollinearity problem. The
evaluation results according to the standardized KPI show the
ANN is the best algorithm to fit the historical input data with an
overall F1 score of 70%. In statistical analysis of binary
classification, the F1 score combines the precision and recall
into a single metric by representing the harmonic mean of them.
The ANN model outperforms the LR model and the GBN model
by 5 and 20% on average, respectively, in all the KPIs metrics.

To benchmark the result of the predictive models, a comparison
with other predictive models found in similar studies is conducted.
TheANN’s accuracy score of 0.70 is sufficient when compared with
the predictive model proposed in Pongnumkul et al. (2014),
Barbour et al. (2018), Vorage and Mitici (2021), Dutrieux
(2021), Zonglei et al. (2008), Khaksar and Sheikholeslami
(2019), van der Spoel et al. (2017), Bachu et al. (2014), Choi
et al. (2016), and Parolas (2016) whose accuracy approximately
ranges between 0.4 and 0.8. Considering the complexity level, the
proposed predictive model even outperforms the ones in which the
target classes are binary. However, this could not be stated with
absolute certainty because the results could be affected by many
factors, such as data quality, context, and computational power.
Despite the potential flaws, it still can be concluded that the
predictive model proposed in this research is acceptable.

5.3 Sensitivity Analysis
We created two scenarios that differ in features combination as
shown in Table 3. The first scenario has only the features from

TABLE 1 | Features in historical data.

Features Description Specification

Product type A predefined product type that each truck supposedly loads at the
loading facility

The truck directly corresponds to its predefined product type

Origin The location that trucks depart from The set of origin is composed of 20 different locations
Destination The location of loading facility In this case, loading facility is only one and indicated by “FACILITY”
Distance group The distance category between various origins to the loading facility The categories are based on a specific range of distance between

origin and destination
Year, month, day of week,
date

Time indicator of the corresponding schedule • Year ranges from 2016 to 2020
• Month ranges from 1 to 12
• Day of week ranges from Monday to Sunday
• Date ranges from 1 till 30/31
• Hour ranges 00:00 till 23:59

Scheduled departure time Initial schedule of departure from origin This feature is formatted in hour and minutes
Scheduled arrival time Actual realization of departure from origin and arrival to destination This feature is formatted in hour and minutes
Arrival delay Deviation between scheduled and actual for both arrival and departure This feature is in minutes basis
Elapsed time Realization of travel time from a certain origin location at a certain time

of the day/week
This feature is formatted in minute
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historical data, while the second scenario additionally includes
the real-time information enabled by ICT implementation.

Using these two scenarios, a comparative study is conducted to
investigate the added value of real-time ETA information using
the predictive model. For each defined KPI, a macro average is
calculated. The evaluation results of the predictive model using
the two scenarios are presented in Table 4.

Based on the results, it is clear that the ANN algorithm, which is
trained using the additional real-time information, is performing
better. It is interesting to point out that the comparison results
indicate a significant improvement in the prediction using the real-
time data across all the 3ML algorithms compared. The real-time
features increase the prediction performance by approximately
20% in all KPIs. Thus, it is clear that real-time information certainly
improves prediction accuracy.

Another key finding derived from the sensitivity analysis is that
the inclusion of a feature having a larger than 0.5 correlation value
(“Departure Delay”) with the prediction target (“Arrival Delay”) in
the learning process is important to get the potentially best result.
Hence, it is important to note that in building a predictive model,
all features with significant correlation must be selected.

6 PROBABILISTIC MATHEMATICAL
MODEL

As described in Section 3, road congestions can affect the truck
arrival times at the loading site and thus create conflicts in the
master schedule. For example, an example plot that maps truck
arrivals (both early and late) is illustrated in Figure 3. As can be
observed, several overlapped arrivals have occurred, which are
highlighted by orange background. These resulting conflicts need
better adjustments to the master schedule in real time to optimize
the overall performance. In the next subsection, we present a
mathematical model that optimizes the rescheduling process
based on the presence probabilities determined by the ANN
classifier.

6.1 Mathematical Model
A generic formulation of the slot assignment problem (SAP) is
adapted to develop the formulation of our rescheduling problem.
In particular, we referred to the SAP formulation from Maknoon
et al. (2017) in the literature and modified it to our requirements.
We refer to the new formulation as slot rescheduling problem

TABLE 2 | Requirement for arrival classification.

Class Requirement

0 = Early Arrival ETA indicates that the truck would arrive more than 30 min early than the initial schedule
— (Actual—Scheduled < − 30)
1 = On-Time ETA indicates that the truck would arrive less than 30 min early up to the start initial schedule
— (−30 < = Actual—Scheduled <0)
2 = Late Arrival ETA indicates that the truck would arrive late than the start of the initial schedule
— (Actual - Scheduled >0)

TABLE 3 | Description of scenarios to investigate the added value of real time information.

Without ETA information With ETA information

Features • Historical: Truck, Origin, Day Name, Scheduled Departure Time, Scheduled
Arrival, Scheduled Travel Time, Distance

• Historical: Truck, Origin, Day Name, Scheduled Departure Time, Scheduled
Arrival, Scheduled Travel Time, Distance

• Real-Time: Actual Departure, Estimated Arrival Time, Estimated Elapsed
Time

TABLE 4 | Result of comparison between scenario of without and with real time information.

— Without real-time information With real-time information

GNB Accuracy 0.36 0.51
Recall — 0.55
Precision 0.38 0.57
F1 0.35 0.52

LR Accuracy 0.45 0.64
Recall 0.48 0.67
Precision 0.46 0.65
F1 0.44 0.65

ANN Accuracy 0.5 0.70
Recall 0.51 0.71
Precision 0.5 0.72
F1 0.51 0.70
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(SRP). In the deterministic sense, the presence of a particular
truck in a certain time slot is assumed to be fully known, and the
delay probability is not taken into account. To capture the
stochastic nature of arrival time, the model needs to be
adapted. As proposed by van Schaijk and Visser (2017), the
idea of “presence probability” is incorporated into the
deterministic SRP model. This modified model is further
referred to as a Probabilistic Slot Rescheduling Problem
(P-SRP). Instead of using the binary constraint to define the
truck presence, the probability of the truck being present at a
certain timeslot is used as a replacement. The changes represent
the idea of allowingmultiple trucks to be scheduled in a particular
time slot as long as the overlapping probability does not violate
the permissible threshold value.

We have considered the following assumptions in our model
development. The rescheduling cost is the difference between the
adjusted and initial schedules multiplied by a generalized cost,
which is assumed as one monetary value per slot. All the other
costs, namely the CO2 emission cost, space rent cost, site operation
cost, etc., are omitted. The space inside the facility is adequate to

accommodate all scheduled trucks within the planning horizon.
The service of loading bays is constantly available over the planning
horizon. In other words, disruptions such as machine breakdown
or maintenance are not considered. The loading/service time is
constant for all the timeslots in the planning horizon, which is
15 min per truck. Rescheduling is allowed only for trucks that are
classified either as Class 0 (early arrival) or as Class 2 (late arrival).
The sets of variables and parameters are presented in Table 5 and
Table 6 respectively. The decision variable x is defined in Table 7.

FIGURE 3 | Hypothetical conflicts in current situation.

TABLE 5 | Set of variables.

Notation Definition

J Set of scheduled trucks within time horizon (j = 1, 2, . . . , |J|)
L Set of loading bays at the chemical facility (l = 1, 2, . . . , |L|)
T Set of time slots within time horizon (t = 1, 2, . . . , |T|)
P Set of product type

Ĵ ⊆ J Set of delayed trucks
�J ⊆ J Set of on-time trucks
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The formulation of the mathematical model is as follows:

Min Z � ∑
j∈J

∑
l∈L

∑
t∈T

xjlt × t( ) − cjlt × t( )( )2gjl (1)
subject to

∑
l∈L

xjlt � 1 ∀j ∈ J, t ∈ T (2)
∑
j∈J

xt
jlf pjt, r( )pjt ≤ 1 ∀l ∈ L, t ∈ T (3)
∑
j∈J

xjlt ≤ 3 ∀l ∈ L, t ∈ T (4)
xjlt + cjlt ≤ 2 ∀j ∈ Ĵ, l ∈ L, t ∈ T (5)
xjlt ≤ qjl ∀j ∈ J, l ∈ L, t ∈ T (6)

xjlt × t( ) − cjlt × t( )( ) ≥ yj ∀j ∈ J, l ∈ L, t ∈ T (7)
xjlt ∈ 0, 1{ } ∀j ∈ J, l ∈ L, t ∈ T (8)

The objective function (Eq. 1) is to minimize the total expected
rescheduling cost of the operation at the loading facility. The term
((xjlt× t)−(cjlt× t)) represents the difference between the new slot and
the old slot. For example, if the second truck’s (j = 2) slot is changed
from slot 8 on loading 1 to slot 9 on loading bay 3, then only c218 and
x239 will be equal to 1. When we multiply these variables with t, it
determines the difference between the new slot and the old slot. The
expected cost (Z) is the accumulation of rescheduling costs of all
trucks among all loading slots during the planning horizon. Thus,
the expected cost is the difference between the adjusted and initial
schedules multiplied by a generalized cost that is assumed to be one
monetary value per slot. As the difference between the initial and
adjusted slots could be either in a negative (in case a truck slot is
shifted to earlier slots) or a positive value (in case a truck slot is
shifted to later slots), a quadratic function (squared difference) is
chosen. This will help the rescheduling process to adhere to the
initial schedule instead of a linear form that would prefer
rescheduling to earlier slots. This model is thus categorized as
MIQP (Mixed Integer Quadratic Programming) problem.

Constraint 2 ensures that all trucks are assigned exactly once at
a certain time horizon. Constraint 3 allows simultaneous
assignment of trucks in a certain slot based on the presence
probability. It is limited to be less than or equal to 1 as it would
serve as a threshold indicating if there is a truck having a presence
probability of 1, then no other truck should be assigned
simultaneously. Constraint 4 limits the maximum number of
trucks that can be simultaneously assigned to a slot. Constraint 5
enforces that the new slot of delayed trucks is different from the
current slot while keeping the same slot for the on-time trucks.
Constraint 6 ensures that trucks are loaded with their
predetermined product type on loading bays that allow it.
Constraint 7 ensures the satisfaction of the minimum time
difference between the new and current slot. Constraint 8
represents the binary constraint of the decision variables.

6.2 Baseline Model (SRP)
A baseline model will be used as the benchmark to analyze the
performance of the P-SRPmodel. The baseline model refers to the
scheduling system of the loading facility that does not consider
presence probabilities. In other words, the rescheduling process
only considers deterministic ETA information and only allows a
single-truck assignment at any particular slot. To obtain the
baseline model, we replace Constraints Eq. 2, Eq. 3, Eq. 4,
and Eq. 5 of P-SRP formulation with the below Constrains
Eq. 9, Eq. 10, and Eq. 11. Furthermore, this model will be
referred to as the Baseline model.

∑
l∈L,t∈T

xljt � 1 ∀j ∈ J (9)
xljt + cljt ≤ 1 ∀j ∈ J, l ∈ L, t ∈ T (10)

∑
j∈J

xljt ≤ 1 ∀l ∈ L, t ∈ T (11)

6.3 Verification
The proposed rescheduling system is completely applied and verified
on a synthetic use-case sample. To measure the benefit of the P-SRP
model, a baseline model that considers ETA as a deterministic
variable is introduced for comparison (Figure 4 and Figure 5).
The results clearly highlight the shortcoming of the baseline model in
terms of preventing occurrence of idle slots and unnecessary schedule
shifts. Consequently, the total rescheduling cost using the P-SRP
model is estimated to be 42% lower than the baseline model.

TABLE 6 | Set of parameters.

Notation Definition

yj Minimum time difference between new and initial schedules of truck j
gjl Generalized cost in assigning truck j to loading bay l
qjl = 1 if certain product type (p ∈ P) meant for truck j can be loaded at loading bay l, 0 otherwise
cjlt Current schedule of trucks, the value is 1 if truck j is scheduled to loading bay l at time slot t, 0 otherwise
r Maximum permissible overlap probability
pjt Presence probability of truck j at time slot t (obtained from the prediction model)
f (pjt, r) pjt

r+p2jt
, a scaling factor

TABLE 7 | Decision variable.

Notation Definition

xjlt 1, if truck j is reassigned to loading by l in time slot t
0, otherwise

{
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Last, the proposed rescheduling system is tested on a dynamic
experiment based on a rolling horizon to simulate the actual
implementation and continuous update of real-time ETA data.
Due to the limitation in this research, only two iterations with a
period of 2 h are simulated. The results showcased the superiority
of the P-SRPmodel compared with the baseline. On the top of the
higher operational efficiency, the analysis indicates that P-SRP
provides robustness against uncertain arrival time, whereby the
adjusted schedule could withstand and anticipate the fluctuation
of the actual arrival of an incoming truck. Hence, it can be
concluded that the proposed approach of combined predictive
and P-SRP model is practical to use and can improve schedule
management efficiency. However, the current results are based on
limited experiments and might be evaluated in each specific case
with sufficiently large experiments.

7 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we compare the performance of the P-SRP model
against the SRP model. We do this by creating different scenarios
by varying level of congestion, complexity of the operations and
rescheduling objective criteria. This experimentation also helps in
understanding the sensitivity of the rescheduling approach
against any disruptions.

7.1 Scenarios for Congestion Level Effect
To understand the effect of varied congestion level on the
rescheduling procedure, we conducted analysis on 3 levels of
congestions namely mild, medium, and severe as shown in
Table 8. To represent the congestion levels, we generated a set
of random samples drawn using the triangular distribution.

FIGURE 4 | Sample output of baseline model.
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7.2 Scenarios for the Effect of Complexity of
Operations
It is known that the complexity of rescheduling increases with the
number of loading bays and decreases with the increase in buffer
slots or free slots. In this subsection, we test the sensitivity of the
P-SRP model by changing the number of loading bays and buffer
slots as shown in Table 9.

7.3 Scenarios for the Effect of Rescheduling
Strategy
The objective functions of a mathematical model impact its
solution. The objective of the P-SRP model is to minimize the
additional waiting time between the actual arrival time and the
adjusted schedule. The quadratic objective function minimizes
the squared differences between the new and old schedules. We
also tested the model by replacing the quadratic objective
function Eq. (1) with a linear equation that minimizes the
difference between the initial and new schedules as shown in
Table 10. In other words, the quadratic objective function does
not allow any single truck to get a new slot with a large deviation
from the initial slot, whereas the linear objective function can
allow it. For example, when rescheduling two trucks, the

FIGURE 5 | Sample output of P-SRP.

TABLE 8 | Scenarios with different congestion levels.

Mild (%) Medium (%) Severe (%)

Congestion level 25 40 70
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quadratic function only allows both the trucks to have one slot
deviation (objective function value = 12 + 12) over a single truck
having two-slot deviations (objective function value = 22) with the
other truck sticking to its current slot. With linear objective
function, it depends on whether the truck slot is being preponed
or postponed as it prefers preponing due to minimization of the
objective function. In addition, another possible strategy is to
have a dedicated loading bay to load delayed trucks so that the
initial schedule will remain unchanged against disruptions. The
resulting four scenarios related to the rescheduling strategy are
shown in Table 10.

7.4 Analysis of Results
In the scenario of varied congestion levels, the comparison graphs
in Figure 6 reveal that the P-SRP outperforms the baseline model
in all KPI evaluations. The P-SRP offers equal improvements in
terms of expected cost regardless of the congestion level. It
reduces the expected cost by an average of 52.07% compared
to the baseline model. With respect to the total number of
rescheduled trucks, the P-SRP requires on an average 45.7%
less rescheduling than the baseline model, and in the severe
congestion level, the difference is 28%. In terms of idle slots
(indicates slot utilization), the P-SRP decreases the buffer slots by
66.67% than the baseline model, and the reduction is 40 and 50%
in mild and severe congestion levels, respectively. Hence, it can be

concluded that the P-SRP model performs best at the medium
congestion level.

In the scenario of varied complexity of operations, the results
are presented in Figure 7 and show that the P-SRP induces
significant benefits compared with the baseline model. With four
loading bays, the P-SRP provides an average 54.84% lower
expected cost compared with the baseline model, while the
reduction is only 29.03% with two loading bays. These results
indicate that the P-SRP is promising to be implemented in a
large-scale operation. With respect to the utilization rate, a lower
utilization rate reduces the performance gap between the
probabilistic and baseline models, whereby in the situation of
100% utilization rate, it provides on an average 46.24% lower
expected cost while the improvement is only 11.02 and 20.29% in
case of 50 and 75% utilization rates, respectively. Hence, it can be
derived that the P-SRP performs well as the complexity increases.

In the scenario of a varied rescheduling strategy, the focus is on
exploring the impact of different rescheduling preferences and on
assessing the merit of having a stand-in loading bay as a dedicated
facility. The results are presented in Figure 8. The results show
that the P-SRP model performs well in both KPIs with the
strategy of RS3 compared with RS1. It is interesting to note
that the baseline model only reduces the total expected cost but
increases the number of reschedules with the strategy of RS3
compared with RS1. The comparison between strategy RS2 and

TABLE 9 | Scenarios with varying complexity of operations.

Small scale Medium scale Large scale

Loading bay 2 3 4
Utilization rate 50% 75% 100% 50% 75% 100% 50% 75% 100%

TABLE 10 | Scenarios with different rescheduling strategies.

Priority
—

Linear objective
function ∑

j∈J
∑
l∈L

∑
t∈T

((xjlt × t) − (cjlt × t))gjl

Quadratic objective
function ∑

j∈J
∑
l∈L

∑
t∈T

((xjlt × t) − (cjlt × t))2gjl

Dedicated Without With Without With
Loading bay (3 normal) (3 normal + 1 dedicated) (3 normal) (3 normal + 1 dedicated)
Experiment name RS1 RS2 RS3 RS4

FIGURE 6 | Result of varied congestion level.
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RS4 indicates that the stand-in loading bay is utilized only in the
RS2 strategy and has no substantial impact on the RS4 strategy.
Thus, it can be inferred that the optimal strategy is to use the
quadratic objective function without any dedicated loading bay.

7.5 Trade-off Between Efficiency and
Robustness
Vlajic et al. (2012) defined supply chain robustness as the degree
to which a supply chain shows an acceptable performance in (each
of) its Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) during and after an
unexpected event that caused disturbances in one or more logistics
processes. In this study, the disturbances are caused by the early
and especially late truck arrivals, which require rescheduling
activity to improve the loading facilities’ performance
(rescheduling cost and number of reschedules). Thus, the
ability to reschedule the trucks during the arrival deviations
within reasonable cost and number of reschedules is
considered the robustness of this study. An inefficient
rescheduling process can increase the number of reschedules
done in a planning period due to the repetition of rescheduling
for the same truck. In this study, we can capture the trade-off
between scheduling efficiency and the number of reschedules by
changing the maximum permissible overlap probability (r),
which decides whether any two trucks can be scheduled to the
same slot on a loading bay based on their presence probability
(pjt) To test the sensitivity of the rescheduling process with

respect to r, we selected 4 different scenarios by varying r
value to 5, 20, 35, and 50%. Furthermore, we also tested these
4 scenarios under different congestion levels presented inTable 8.

The results from the above experiments are presented in
Figure 9. It is evident from the figure that the rescheduling
cost improves rapidly across all congestion levels when r value
changes from 5 to 20% while the rate of improvement decreases
for r value above 20%. To be specific, in the scenario of mild
congestion level, the shift from 5 to 20% in r value provides a 60%
improvement in the rescheduling cost, after which the gain is a
constant. In the scenario of medium congestion level, raising r
value from 5 to 20% yields 52% lower rescheduling cost, while
further increase in the r value only results in 2.5% improvement
on average. With the severe congestion level, the gain is
approximately 32% till r value of 20% while the average
improvement is reduced to 3% afterward.

The total number of possible conflicted slots could be used as
an indicator to measure how often a rescheduling is required,
which represents less robustness in the long run. Results show
that with the increase in r value, the number of conflicted slots
also increases even though the rate of change is meager. It is
logical as the higher r value allows more trucks to be scheduled
together to the same slot, thus resulting in more conflicts. Hence,
it is clear that improvement in efficiency at the loading operation
does come at the expense of schedule robustness. Therefore,
selecting the appropriate r value is advised by considering the
trade-off between efficiency and robustness.

FIGURE 7 | Result of varied specification of loading infrastructure.

FIGURE 8 | Result of varied rescheduling strategy.
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8 CONCLUSION

This article presents a solution to improve the operational efficiency
of a petrochemical loading facility by focusing on the
interconnection between logistic operations and traffic systems.
We proposed a predictive–proactive rescheduling approach based
on historical traffic data and real-time vehicle location information.
The proposed method contains an ML prediction model to predict
the incoming truck’s arrival class and presence probability and an
optimizationmodel to proactively reschedule assigned slots based on
arrival class predictions to minimize the total rescheduling cost.

The proposed system works under a rolling horizon approach. It
significantly outperforms the baseline model in terms of different
performance measures such as expected cost of rescheduling,
utilization rate, frequency of rescheduling, and robustness. Our
sensitivity analysis showed that the proposed approach is suitable
in higher congestion and complex situations. Lastly, as it is crucial to
find the trade-off between operational efficiency and schedule
robustness, the P-SRP model offers an advantage to balance them
by altering the maximum value of permissible overlap. The results
prove that shifting the r value from 5 to 20% yields the most
significant operational efficiency improvement with negligible
conflicted slots. However, it is up to a decision maker’s intuition
to choose the suitable permissible overlap.

According to the main findings and acknowledged limitations
of this research, there are few future research directions. First, it is
required to conduct extensive large-scale experiments to improve
the limited conclusions of this research. Also, as we have used
synthetic data to test our use case, it will be interesting to try it in a
real-world scenario. Other possible extensions are applying other
assessment methods (such as cost-benefit analysis or multi-
criteria decision method) to find the suitable trade-off. Also, it
is possible to consider more stochasticity by allowing the dynamic
length of loading slots, adding more features of a parameter in the
predictive model (such as weather condition, type of road
disruption, the occurrence of accidents, routes are taken by
trucks, time records at a series of GPS coordinates),
conducting hyperparameter-tuning to get a more precise

prediction, and exploring the potential of stochastic
programming that includes multiple recourse actions and set
of scenarios to capture uncertainty.
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